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Home Built
Yam 4-cyl Special

Stunning Honda
CB1100R Restoration
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Classic Motorbikes.net - the web site for classic and vintage motorcycles and scooters. We have classic
bike galleries, insurance, bikes for sale, forum, manuals, reviews and much much more. Our gallery
database contains thousands of classic bikes from the best of British, European and Japanese to world
wide classic bikes spread over hundreds of dedicated classic bike pages. Check out our classic bike
reviews and road tests, restoration projects, race bikes and specials and classic bikes for sale. Thousands
of classic bike pages for your enjoyment.
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database contains thousands of classic bikes from the best of British, European and Japanese to world
wide classic bikes spread over hundreds of dedicated classic bike pages. Check out our classic bike
reviews and road tests, restoration projects, race bikes and specials and classic bikes for sale. Thousands
of classic bike pages for your enjoyment.

July 2013
Its now well past the halfway mark for 2013 and, I don’t know about you but, I am
well behind with the jobs I have been planning to get done for this season. The year
is really flying by with something on somewhere in the UK every weekend as well as
lots of work to do to keep the website on course.
When not in the saddle or in the workshop You can be sure of getting all your
classic kicks online
at classic-motorbikes.net

Chris Pearson
The Editor

Dont Forget to follow us on

Classic Motorbikes.net - the web site for classic and vintage motorcycles and scooters. We have classic
bike galleries, insurance, bikes for sale, forum, manuals, reviews and much much more. Our gallery
database contains thousands of classic bikes from the best of British, European and Japanese to world
wide classic bikes spread over hundreds of dedicated classic bike pages. Check out our classic bike
reviews and road tests, restoration projects, race bikes and specials and classic bikes for sale.
Thousands of classic bike pages for your enjoyment.

11th, 12th, 13th & 14th July Goodwood Festival of Speed
Goodwood House, Goodwood, Chichester,
West Sussex, PO18 0PX.
12th, 13th & 14th July The Kent County Show Kent Showground, Maidstone, Kent, ME14 3JF.
13th & 14th July The VMCC Festival of 1000 Bikes
Mallory Park Circuit, Kirkby Mallory, Leicestershire, LE9 7QE
14th July Ton-Up Day Jack's Hill Cafe, on the A5, Watling Street,
Towcester, Northamptonshire, NN12 8ET.
19th, 20th & 21st July Grand Prix des Frontieres, Chimay 2013
Chimay, Belgium.
21st July Founders Day 2013
Stanford Hall, near Lutterworth, Leicestershire, LE17 6DH.
21st July Normous Newark M-E-G-A Autojumble
Newark Showground, Newark on Trent,
Nottinghamshire, England, NG24 2NY.
27th July 27th Classic & Custom Motorcycle Show
Reading Abbey Rugby Club, Peppard Road,
Emmer Green, Reading, RG4 8XA.
27th July Kempton Bike Jumble
Kempton Park Racecourse, Staines Road, East Sunbury on Thames, Middlesex, TW16 5AQ
28th July South of England SuperBike Show & Bikejumble
South of England Showground, Ardingly, West Sussex, RH17 6TL
3rd August Bill Little Bike Meet & Autojumble
Bill's Barn, Oak Farm, Braydon, Swindon, Wiltshire SN5 0AG
3rd August Rufforth Auto Jumble
Rufforth Park, Wetherby Road, Rufforth, Yorkshire, YO23 3QF.
18th August Stonham Barns Classic Car Show, Autojumble & Vintage Market Stonham Barns,
Pettaugh Road, Stonham Aspal, Suffolk, IP14 6AT.
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Home
Home Built
Built
Yamaha
Yamaha 700cc
700cc Four
Four

There has rarely been a series of machines more desirable, or mysterious, than the big Yamaha racing fours of
the mid 70s. Before the types introduction, 750cc racing machines were based upon modified road going bikes,
the rules demanded a minimum of 200 models would have to be built to satisfy homologation requirements so
using an existing machine upon which to base your racer on made good economic sense. Suzuki, Honda and
Kawasaki all used their latest roadsters to compete in the newly formed Formula 750 class, Yamaha’s
interpretation of the rules led to a different path being taken. They didn’t have a suitable large capacity machine
with which to compete anyway so they simply put the big TZ into mass production, producing enough to meet the
demands of the rule books and with it, changing the face of modern day racing forever.
For those fortunate to have ridden the real McCoy, the ride is nothing less than the reputation purports to be.
Riding is one thing however, go several steps further around the tacho dial and you enter an all-together different
world. For the elite, able to fully use the power on tap, the rewards are clear, a full trophy cabinet and for a
special few, world renown and fame. The TZ became an instant legend, with Giacomo Agostini on board, the
factory version won first time out at the 1974 Daytona 200. What followed after that event was an almost total
domination of big capacity racing, a TZ750 of one form or another carried on winning at the Daytona race until
1982. The American officials tried to ban it when it first appeared but, as it was completely legal albeit not truly
within the spirit of the rules, they introduced measures to restrict it by limiting the thirsty engines inlet diameter.

By joining together two RD twin cylinder crank casings the bikes
creator Martin Bell and his supporters have moved into an area not
so distant from the world of the Big TZ. Internally the race machine
shares little with the roadster engines, externally however, the look
is quite convincing. The ride isn’t so far off either. Immediately the
feel was familiar to me, and those many races on board my own
TZ’s soon came flooding back. That low down grunt, seldom seen in
any kind of road machine, was there by the bucket load. No matter
where about in the rev range you make that call to go, a cart load of
horses are there at all times ready to answer. That distinctive exhaust note that can only be created by four separate end can is also
authentic, his machine really could be a TZ on the road. The way
the engine picks up from low down in the rev range, and just keeps
on pulling, is addictive. The six-speed gearbox is soon eaten up by
the engines voracious appetite for ratios, while those four separate
end cans sing a sweet tune seldom heard in these four stoke times.
Accelerating has rarely been this much fun.
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Chassis wise the tubing is a largely unmolested RD400, and yet it
handles the extra weight and power admirably. In fact I would go so
far as to say it handles far better than any standard RD twin.
Gone is that mid corner wallow so typical of the lightweight twins when ridden hard and in its place is a sure,
rock steady cornering experience. The up rated suspension, particularly at the front end, has created a
machine that handles like a modern day sports bike while the extra length and strength found in the swing arm
area keeps the powerful and torquey motor firmly in check. The test ride nearly didn’t last too long as after the
first run past the camera I grabbed a big hand full of right lever with immediate, and shocking, effect. I soon let
go of the lever and rethought my approach with this area of the bikes performance, stunning is one word that
could be used, overkill and professionals need only apply are others equally as apt. There is simply no way to
be light with the brakes, the FZR1000 set up hanging off each side of the front wheel take no prisoners as it
hauls the race rep up from speed. Even from top speed the brakes feel as if they could lock the front with the
slightest increase in bar pressure.
Unlike many other special builders Martin has widely chosen to keep the original size carburettors and this has
proved worthwhile. Personally I would have been tempted to go for the 34mm Mikunis as fitted to the TZ750
but this would have lost so much of the tractability evident with this machine. Its perfectly driveable and yet let
it get anywhere near the start of the real power and, like its pure bred cousin, it will rip your arms off and most
likely beat you with the soggy ends. The big air-cooled four feels just like its water-cooled, racebred,
stablemate, the grunt, the willingness to rev and even the sound are authentically there.
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Martin’s recipe for the perfect race rep
“I started mid-October 2003 with some sort of
crazy idea that I was pondering over for two or
three years. I wanted to build a race replica RD,
trying to keep that seventies look that I love, but I
didn’t want to do the usual upside down forks,
single sided s/arm- nothing wrong with that, but
everybody does the same sort of thing. I also
wanted to know what a four cylinder RD would
sound and feel like. If anybody out there can
remember the flying pig, yes Ham Yam Racing,
this was a bike shop in Newcastle that transformed
new RD’s into race bikes, racing tank and seat,
rear sets, pipes, and full fairings and yet fully road
legal!. Well this is exactly what I wanted to create
with my bike, that Ham Yam look not the Kenny
Roberts style.
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The number 4 on the fairing is for four cylinder, now’t
else for those who keep asking. I originally sat down in
my garage with two engine casings, wondering if I
could create a four cylinder. Weighing the pro’s and
cons up, it seemed too hard to do. Idea’s soon turned
to reality with the help of a good friend’s machinery and
much welcome advice, such as Kingsley Davies
(technical advisor for the RD club) and Andy Nicholson
(Engineering wiz, welder, machinist) All deserve a
mention for their time and have a go attitude.
I machined 19mm off between the two casings so that
crankshaft would fit in. Armstrong Racing (Newcastle)
did the crankshaft for me. Then I used a 62mm dummy
shaft, to put in place where the crankshaft goes to hold
the two casings straight, and 62mm reduced to 31mm
in the rear of the gearbox. I bolted it all together and
Tig welded it – sounds easy doesn’t it? The left side of
the gearbox all required cutting away but leaving the
pushrod and gear selector housings in place.
The first engine started life as a 500 using two 250cc
top ends, I cut all the fins of both centre barrels, plus a
bit more and one fin off each of the centre heads. The
transmission remained very much standard, other than
extending the output shaft, using 7mm thick pipe and
grub screws. Machined and polished where the oil seal
goes, then a billet bearing housing was used for the
extended shaft, which is in the empty left/gearbox, with
a hole cut for chain entry. Gear shaft and pushrod
where extended by what ever amount was required to
get it all to work. A Newtronics electronic ignition, with
two ZXR600 coils, firing 1&3 and 2&4 together, provides the sparks. Other minor problems involved machining the tick over screws down on the inner two
carburettors for clearance and making up a one into
four throttle cable, using a modified GT380 unit. With
the engine coming along nicely I turned my attentions
to the chassis.
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New brackets where added for the Yamaha R1 pegs & hangers which now use a Raaske gear &
brake lever. Fairing is off a TZ250N, modified, stretched & cut to fit the extra width, mixed with a
Maxton alloy race tank. A period TZ race seat and not so, Suzuki SV front mudguard cut & shaped
add the finishing touches to the racey look. RG500 forks & yolks were modified to
accept the huge FZR1000 discs & calipers, which in turn are bolted onto 17-inch TZR250 wheels.
An aluminium, LC350, swinging arm slotted straight in, once the under & top supports where cut off
to allow the exhausts to passlugs where then welded in place to allow the fitting of standard Yamaha twin rear shocks.
Once the 500cc version was sorted I began to think of going the whole Hog by taking the capacity
out to 700cc or above. RD400E barrel’s where machined down to match the 54mm stroke of the
350cc to make 700cc, then RD250 heads machined out to 64mm to match the cylinders. Each cylinder was then blue printed to ensure good, safe power while RD250carb slides where machined
into 400 ones. People keep asking how have you done that? My reply usually is lots & lots of super
glue but to be truthful you need lots of good friends & favours. I just love this bike it brings me back
to my youth when the smell of two stoke oil in the air was so intoxicating you could get drunk it.
The bike just puts a smile on my face every time I go on it. When the power band comes in, it’s just
an awesome power rush.”
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Specifications

Martin Bell’s Yamaha 700cc Four

Engine air cooled four cylinder two stroke
Capacity
694cc
Bore & stroke
64 x 54mm
Carburetion 4 x 28 mm Mikuni
Max Power
84bhp @ 8000rpm
Torque
50 ft-lb @ 6500rpm
Ignition Newtronics electronic
Transmission 6 speed Wet Clutch chain final drive
Frame
steel tube twin cradle
Suspension 38 mm telescopic forks twin shock rear
Wheels
100/80/17 130/80/17
Brakes
2 x 320mm disc 4 piston calipers
220mm disc twin piston caliper
Wheelbase 1375mm
Weight
118kgs
Fuel capacity 20 litre
Top speed
140mph
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Honda's CB1100R
The best of the bunch
Built purely for racing, the
mighty CB1100R was produced
in limited numbers making them
hard to come by and expensive
to restore.
We take a look at one mans
efforts to get this ultimate 80’s
racer back on the road.
Gary Wise is a technician at the
Bank of England, he has had an
obsession with Hondas all of
his adult life since buying a
CB250 as a teenager. He lusted after a CB1100R when they were new but couldn’t
afford one. Now 52, and with the kids all grown up and heading out the he can and
does.
I first decided that I wanted a CB1100R in 1981, when I spotted a CB1100RB in the
showroom whilst bike hunting. At the time I did not have the money to spend on such
an impressive machine so I ended up buying a CB900 F2B. In 1984 I went back
again in the hope of buying a CB1100RD, but would you believe it they had stopped
making them. I ended up with a VF1000R instead.
I gave up bikes for 20 years after my children arrived, but in 2002 I felt the time had
come to make a return to two wheels. I decided that I would like to get a CB1100R,
the same machine I had gazed longingly at all those years ago. The first thing I did
was to join the CB1100R owners club, despite the fact that I didn’t even have a bike.
Andy Jackson, the membership secretary of the club, sent me the two latest editions
of the club magazine and the search for a bike began.
I looked at two bikes; one in Kent and the other in Manchester. I was particularly
interested in the one for sale in Kent. It was an ex-racing Graham Marchant bike that
had been put back to standard. All of the parts were there but the bike was in
desperate need of some TLC. I decided not to rush into anything without checking out
the Manchester bike first. To save me the four hundred mile round trip Andy Jackson
once again offered his help, and went to look at the bike for me. After hearing his
feedback I decided that I would go for the Kent bike.
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The owner of the bike was emigrating and wanted a quick sale. He knocked the
price down to £3100 and the deal was done.
I started to restore the bike almost immediately. At that point the engine seemed to
be running fine so I left it in the frame. I think I must have removed every nut and
bolt from that bike the first winter I had it. Jobs that winter included repainting the
fairing, engine casings, seat and mudguard, overhauling and repainting the forks,
rechroming the mirrors, replacing the seat leather, repairing the exhaust and
replacing missing or damaged transfers. Some of these parts were obtained from
the Honda dealers but most of the parts come from Dave Silvers. I have found them
to be extremely helpful and the service they provide is excellent.
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I have continued to make improvements over the last four years, and two years ago I ended up taking the engine out as my oil consumption was getting higher and higher. The cylinder bores and the pistons were fine, but there were problems with the rings and the valve
seals. I adjusted the valve shims after the valves had been ground in. Luckily this solved
the problem and the bike does not burn oil anymore.
Last year I had the forks rechromed as there was a small leak. This was done by Philpot’s
of Luton. I also had to have the back wheel straightened after I went down one hell of a
pothole, this was done by Hagons, a local company. Joining the CB1100R owners club was
the best thing that I ever did, and I can now call most of the members my friends. Their
advice has been priceless and there is always someone who can offer technical help or
help you to locate an elusive part. The club has a regular stand at the Stafford show, and I
have had the honour of displaying my bike twice. I makes me proud to see my bike on the
stand looking so good. The club will be at the Mallory Festival of 1000 bikes in July, so
please come over and have a chat.
My bike has been currently valued at just under £5000 and is insured with Footman James.
But I don’t think I will ever sell the 1100R, as it performs brilliantly but is sane enough to go
out for a lazy Sunday morning drive. You could probably buy a CB11000R for £3000, but it
would need work. A bike in mint condition could be worth around £8000, Ron Haslam or
Joey Dunlop’s bikes would, of course, be virtually priceless. Since buying the 1100R I have
since purchased two more Honda’s, one the machine that took over from the CB1100R, the
VFR1000R, and I have been restoring these as and when time allows. The next bike on my
wish list is a 1971 Honda CB250 K2 in gold and white, I had one many years ago and they
remind me of my long lost youth.
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The Bike’s Racing History
Graham Marchant was racing at Silverstone when he blew up his CB1100RB during
the practice session. Graham Marchant and Martin Sweet (who race prepared the
bikes) rushed back to Kent to get the RC that they could use in the race. They rode
the bike to the circuit and removed the mirrors and the indicators. That day they
raced the newly prepared bike into 2nd place winning the Marlboro/Dunlop/Express
production 1300 series. The bike was used a lot in the following season. Pictures of
the RC and that unfortunate RB can be found on Martin Sweet’s website. As Martin
pointed out the bike is a little cleaner now, although I guess in the bikes racing days,
Graham had slightly more important things on his mind. There were only 4050
1100R’s made world wide, and only 370 came to the UK. The 1100R was on sale
for three years from 1981-83, with Honda producing the CB1100RB, RC and RD
respectively.
1980 Honda CB1100R
Price: £3100
Value now (est): £5000-6500
Power: 115bhp
Torque: 72ft-lb
Top speed: 145mph
Dry weight: 233kg
Colours: White/red

TECHNICAL SPEC
Fuel: 26litres
Rake/trail: 27.5deg/110mm
Seat height: 795mm
Wheelbase: 1490mm
Engine: air-cooled 1062cc (70 x 69 mm),
4-cylinder 4-stroke. 4 x 33mm Keihin
carbs. 5-gears. Chain final drive
Chassis: Tubular steel tube twin cradle
frame, 37mm forks, twin oil-damped rear
shocks. Brakes: 2 x 296mm front discs
with 2-piston floating calipers, 296mm with
2-piston floating caliper rear brake
Tyres: 100/90 x 18 front, 130/80 x 18 rear
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Coming up online soon

Suzuki GT750 The story of the
“Kettle”

The Cylinder Head Shop
A one man operation keeping classic engines
running as they should

All this and much more
Do keep logging on

